
 
 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 

ENGLISH (COMPULSORY) 

(CLASS IX)  

Total Time:   2 hours                                                                            Total Marks: 100 

SECTION "A" (MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) MCOs 
Note:  

i. Attempt all questions of this section.  

ii. Do not copy down the questions. Write only the answers against the proper number of questions.  

iii. Each question carries one (01) mark.  

Q.1:     CHOOSE AH APPROPRIATE ANSWER FROF THE OPTIONS PROVIDED:  

(50 Marks) 

(1).       The distance between Makkah and madina is:  

*320 km       *350 km     *200 km    *250km  

(2).  The Urs of  Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai is held every year on:  

*14 Safar          *14 Rajab          *15 Safar          *15 Rajab 

(3).  The last Sermon was delivered at:  

*Cave of Hira    *Uranah Valley   *Hudebia    *Cave of  Thawr 

(4).  Which one of the following is not a quality of any visionary.  

*Inspiration    *Recognition   *Support     *Negligence.  

(5).  Which of the following diseases is caused by mosquito: 

*Typhoid         *COVID           *Dysentery          *Chikungunya 

(6).  She was the founder of APWA: 

*Begum juhan Ara      *Anita  Ghulam     *Begum Ra ana Liaquat    *Bilquis Edhi.  

(7).  Mound of Sand is called Bhit in:  

*Sindhi              *Pashto              *Urdu             *Baiochi 

(8).   This is not a punctuation mark. 

             *:  */  *;  *! 

 



 
(9).  In conditional seniences. The subordinate  clause is separated from the main clause by:  

*full stom  *colon  *semi colon *comma 

(10).   The comparative degree of Well is: 

*more well  *weller *Better  *Good 

(11).  A morpheme added at the end of a word to form ate derivative is called: 

*prefix  *suffix  *Both of them *None of them  

(12).  He has written the poem "The Miller of the Dec": 

*William Shakespeare   *William Wordsworth   *Allama Iqbal    *Cgarles Mackay 

(13).  This is a definite article: 

*A  *An  *The  *none 

(14).  MOST OF THE STUDENTS COME TO SCHOOL REGULARLY NOW: 

*Compound    *Complex    *Simple   *Conditional 

(15).  Moen jo Daro was discovered in the year: 

*1926  *1924  *1922  *1918 

(16).  If you are a restless person and looking for new things to do, you are a: 

*Genius  *Chang seeking *Unique *Lazy 

(17).  If we want to be a good Muslim, we should be a good: 

*Player *Politician   *Citizen *Doctor 

(18).  Which of the following is a Declarative Sentence? 

*Interrogatives sentence   *Optative sentence  *Imparative sentence   *Negative sentence. 

(19).  Which of the following is one of the three golden principles of Quaid e Azam? 

*Discipline         *Courage    *Intelligence  *Support 

(20).   This  was awarded to Bilquis Edhi: 

*Nishan-e-Haider    *Sitarn-e-Imtiaz *Hilal-e-Imtiaz      *Sitara-e-juraat 

(21).  Choose an appropriate ARTICLE if necessary:  

She is ________ M.A. 

*A  *An  *The  *None 



 
 

(22).   Choose an appropriate ARTICLE if necessary.  

_______ boy you met last night, is my student.  

*A  *An  *The  *None 

(23).  Use an appropriate PREPOSITION: 

The books were distributed _________ the students.  

*between    *among        *in    *on 

(24).  A word or phrase that means almost the same as another word or phrase, is called: 

*antonym   *opposite          *synonym    *simile 

(25).  Select the correct PASSIVE VOICE of: 

He hit the ball out of the park.  

*The ball hit by him out of the park.                    *The ball is hit by him out of the park. 

*The ball has been hit by him out of the park.   *The ball was hit by him out of the park.  

(26).  Pick out the correct ACTIVE VOICE of: 

Let them not be called.  

*Let they be called.   *They are not called.    *Do not call them      *Call them 

(27).  Pick out the correct PASSIVE VOICE of:  

Are you writing this article? 

*Is this article being written by you?         *Is this article written ty you?  

*Has this article been written by you?   *Will this article be written by you?  

(28).  Select the correct Negative form of: 

She inspires one and all with her performance.  

* She does not inspires one and all with her performance.  

* She does not inspire one and all with her performance. 

* She do not inspires one and all with her performance. 

* She do not inspire one and all with her performance.  



 
 

 

(29).  Select the correct form of AFFIRMATIVE sentence.  

They could not handle the situation.  

*They could handle the situation.   *Could they handle the situation? 

*Thy can handle the situation.   *Can they handle the situation?  

(30)  Add s correct QUESTION TAG to I do not play cricket well:  

* Am I?  *Do not I?   *Do I?  * Am not I? 

(31).  Pick out the correct INDIRECT NATTATION form of:  

You said to them. "What are you doing here?" 

*You told them that are they doing here.   *You asked them what are they doing here.  

*You asked them what they are doing there.  *You asked them what they were doing there.  

(32).  Select the correct form of INDIRECT NARRATION form of: 

She said to me, "I was waiting for you," 

*  She told me that she was waiting for me.   *She told mi that she had been waiting for me.  

*  She told mi that she is waiting for me.        *She told me that she has waited for me.  

(33).  Select the correct INDIRECT NARRATION FORM of:  

I ordered him not to interfere.  

* I said to him, "You interfere."   * Isaid to him, "No interfere." 

* I said to him. "Do not interfere."  *I ordered him, "interfere." 

(34).  Put the correct form of verb in the given Conditional sentence: 

You would git good marks, if you (work) hard.  

*works         *worked  *have worked  *will work 

 

 

 



 
(35).  Select the correct punctuated sentence: 

tuba said I have bought books copies and pen 

*Tube said, I have bought books copies and pen.  

* "Tube said", I have bought books copies and pen.  

*tuba said "I have bought books copies and pen." 

*Tuba said, "I have bought books copies and pen." 

(36).  Select the correct punctuated sentence: 

is Pakistan the largest country of asia. 

                             *Is Pakistan the largest country of asia.      *Is Pakistan the largest  country of Asia.  

                             *Is Pakistan the largest country of Asia?   *Is Pakistan the largest country of asia? 

(37).      Select an appropriate PREFIX with the word Obedient: 

                              *un           *dis          *mis            *in 

(38).      Pick out the correct Future Continuous tense of:  

           They have applied for this post.  

                             *They apply for this post.                        *They are applying for this post.  

                             *They will be applying for this post.      *They were applying for this post.  

(39).      Select the correct Present Indefinite tense of:  

           He will look into the matter. 

                            *He look into the matter.                *He looks into the matter.  

                            *He is looking into the matter.       *He will look into the matter.  

(40).     Pick out the appropriate compound  sentence of:  

          They called me many times. I did not  reply them.  

                           *They called mi many times. Why did I not reply them?  

                           *They called me many time. I replied them.  

                          *They called me many times, but I did not reply them.  

                           * I did not reply them. They called me many times.  



 
(41).     Pick the odd one out:  

                           *he – him            *you – you             *she – her             *they – their  

(42).      Closing paragraph can be started by:  

                           *to start               *to begin                *to explain            *to sum up 

(43).       An essay which describes a person place or thing is known as:  

                           *Descriptive       *Narrative essay            *Essay of your own choice          *None 

 

(44).       Galileo was interested in:  

                            *music             *mathematics      *medicine        *none 

(45)          In Email, "E" stands for:  

                            *education        *electronic      *easy          *experiment 

(46).         How many Rs are there in paraphrasing a poem? 

                            *2             *3             *4              *5 

(47).      A child's invocation is the creation of: 

                            *Allama Iqbal    *I.I.Qazi    *Qiaide Azam   *none 

(48).      Use the correct prefix with word literate.  

                             *un        *in             *ir             *il 

(49).     The synonym of the word Old is:  

                              *new          *elderly          *modern       *recent  

(50).     Uee an appropriate PREPOSITION:  

            There are large number of mangoes ________ the tree.  

                                *in                    *with                   *on                  *inside 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SECTION "B" 

                                      (SHORT ANSWER-QUESTIONS)                  (Marks: 30) 

 

Q.2:  Answer any 5 of the following questions in two to three sentences each:                       (10) 

(i). What is Hijra? When did this event take place? 

(ii). What do you know about the poetry of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai? 

(iii). What is plasmodium? Which disease is caused by it? 

(iv). In the poem, "The Miller of the Dee", why is Miller happier than the king? 

(v). "May the world's darkness disappear through the life of mine". What does the poet mean by 

this? 

(vi). Who is Begum Rana Liquat Ali Khan? What role did she play in the Pakistan Movement? 

(vii). Name the four groups, existed at the time of the Prophet's arrival in Madina.  

Q.3:  Translate the following paragraph into urdi/sindhi:                        (5) 

 A king ruled over a country. There was abundance of water in the country, the soil was fertile, 

and there was plenty of greenery, for the cattle to graze. The orchards were full of fruit trees. In spite of 

this, the king was unhappy and sad because his people were not happy under his rule.  

Q.4: Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:                       (15) 

All spiders spin webs. That's because webs helm spiders.  Webs helm spiders catch food.  

Webs help spiders hold eggs. Many spiders like to lay their eggs in their webs. The webs help keep the 

eggs together.  

Webs help spiders keep their eggs safe.  

Webs help spiders hide. Most spiders are dark. They are brown, grey, or black. But spider webs are 

light. They are white and cloudy. When spiders hide in their webs, they are harder to see.  

Webs help spiders catch food. Spider webs are sticky. When a bug flies into the web, ig gets stuck. It 

moves around. It tries to get out. But it can't. It is trapped! Spiders can tell that the bug is trapped. That's 

because spiders feel the web move. And the spider is hungry. The spider goes to get the bug.  

As you can see, webs help spiders hold eggs. Webs help spiders hide. And webs help spiders catch food. 

Without webs, spiders would not be able to live like they do. Spiders need their webs to survive! 

 



 
 

 

(i).  This passage is mostly about:               (1) 

                A. spider colors      B. spider webs  C. spider eggs 

 

(ii). Spider webs help spiders:            (1) 

                 1. hold eggs   2. Catch food   3. Find water 

                  A. I only  B. I and II only              C. I, II, and III 

(iii). As used in paragraph 4, the word trapped most nearly means:        (1) 

                A. stuck  B. hidden   C. eaten 

(iv). How can spiders tell when something is trapped in their web?         (1) 

              A. They hear it.  B. They smell it.  C. They feel it. 

(v). As used in the last sentence of the passage, the word survive means to stay.      (1) 

              A. alive   B. hidden   C. caught 

(vi). The passage consists of three reasons why spiders spin webs.  

 Which do you think is the most important? How come?         (3) 

(vii). Are spiders good? Do we need them in our world? Why or why not?       (3)  

8. Make a PRECISE of the above text.            (4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
SECTION "C" 

                               (DESCRIPTIVE ANSWER-QUESTIONS) (Marks: 20) 

Q.5. Suppose you went to an educational trip with your classmates. Something very interesting 

happened during the trip. You were a class representative and were given instructions to write the 

incident in detail along with a brief picture of the whole trip.                                          (10) 

OR 

Write a descriptive writing of 5 paragraphs on any one of the following topics.  

i. Importance of Forest 

ii. A Terrible Accident  

iii. An Inspiring Teacher 

Q.6. Write an application to your Principal requesting him/her to arrange few extra classes to carry 

out the practical of computer.             (10) 

OR 

Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper. Complaining against the shortage of the supply of 

drinking water in your area. 

 


